Horoscope

Leo (July 23- August 22)
A hasty decision will turn
out well for you.

By: Medium Shalimar
Aaron

Virgo (August 23 –
September 22)

Taurus (April 20 –May
20)

As you start to change
your surroundings, your
attitude will change with it.

Something that you never
knew will come back, will
be here soon.

Libra (September 23October 22)

Gemini (May 21 – June
20)

As the seasons change
so will your wardrobe.

You may find something
amazing about yourself
that you never noticed in
an unexpected situation.

Scorpio (October 23 November 21)

Cancer (June 21- July
22)
Something you have
learned in the past will
soon be needed in the
future.

Capricorn (December 22
- January 19)
In the near future you may
inspire a person without
knowing.
Aquarius (January 20 February 18)
When the sun comes out
you will feel a satisfied
sensation about an accomplishment you have
achieved.

Someone who has been
thinking about you may
meet you soon.

Pisces (February 19 March 20) The day that
everything will be merry
and bright is not too far in
the future.

Sagittarius (November
22 – Dec 21)

Aries (March 21 – April
19)

A person that you trust
may guide you to the best
solution in a major problem.

As the time passes you
will achieve a goal you
never knew will happen.

*** Special Advertisement Section ***

OKA Ice Cream!
On hot, humid, and sunny days, what’s a
refreshing snack you would want to
eat? How about some ice cream! OKA
sells ice cream every Friday! There are
many choices of flavors! Each ice cream
costs only $2.00! If you want any ice
cream, go to the front of the school by the
office at the end of the day every Friday!
(to advertise with WW, contact: Nolan Tran, Hewitt Huynh & Roland Wood)
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Everyday
Interest
By Tam-Anh Vu
Sometimes in school,
we develop some sort of interests, like for example, reading,
math, P.E., but these are some of
the latest interests right now.
Recess - Some of us
need a break from work to stretch
our legs a bit, maybe to play an
outdoor game. Most of us are
interested in recess is because
we are free from work! (Well, for
a bit.)
Friday Fun/ Fun Friday/
Walk & Talk - A time where you
can walk and talk, play some
games, or anything you find enjoyable!

P.E. - Now this is an
interest athletic people like, but
others might like it for different
reasons, like racing, or competing
in games like soccer or kickball.
Some of us just want to walk and
talk!
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What is Your
Opinion On
The Rain?
By: Shalimar Aaron TamAnh Vu
5th Grader: Thomas Emerson said,
“I didn’t like the
rain. I didn’t like the rain
because I couldn’t play
outside, and it was boring
just sitting inside.”
4th Grader: Bailey Holloway said,

Eventful Life
By Avery Williams, Joyce
Sato
Events, life, an
eventful life! Need to know
what’s going on at Oka?
Well we got it all right here!

“I liked the rain. I
liked the rain because it
helps the plants grow better
and I like getting wet. But
the part I didn’t like about
the rain was the lightning
and thunder because I am
scared of the lightning and
thunder a bit.”

3rd Grader: Angelina
Nguyen said,
“I didn’t really like
it, we couldn’t play outside,
but what I did like about the
rain is that we got to watch
movies inside.”

Overall most people didn’t like the rain because they couldn’t play
3rd Grader: Roderick
outside or were scared of
Aaron said,
the thunder and lightning.
But some of them like the
“I liked it. I liked it rain because they get to
because you get to stay
stay indoors and play with
inside and you get to do
computers, or they liked
computers during recess
because it helped the
and lunch. But I didn’t like
plants grow and they liked
the rain too. I didn’t like the getting wet. These were all
rain because my class was- the opinions of a 5th, 4th,
n’t able to do P.E. outside.” and two 3rd graders.

On the
last day of February,
(Thursday, the 28th,) the
Kindergarten Roundup will
happen!

can go to the Fountain Valley Skating Center for Oka
Skate Night! Also in March,
we have the JOG-A-THON!
Start training now! (March
28th)

Looking into the
future, there are a couple of
Hopefully now you
things happening in March. have a good idea of when
On Friday, March 15th, you things will happen at Oka.

Howl Entertainment
By Angelina

Nguyen

There are many things at
Oka that’s entertaining.
There is band, the talent
show, and more. The talent
show is about people performing acts. The talent
show is in June and auditions are in June as well.
Also the Imagination Machine performances are

coming up. The Imagination
Machine are a group of
people that look at stories
that you wrote and if they
like it they will act it out on
stage. And the last thing is
the Jogathon on March
28th. Run as many laps as
you can in 45 minutes!
That's all for today.

Are You In
Touch With
Your Oka
Sports?
By Roland Wood
Do
you
know what’s going on
at recess, lunch recess, and Friday Fun/
Fun Friday/ Walk and
Talk?
You
don’t?
Well
you
better
read
this article.

the upper graders,
we play basketball,
soccer,
tetherball,
four square, jump
rope, and the big
one: handball.

At
lunch
recess, the lower
graders do the same
thing as morning recess, we just can’t
interact with the upper graders. The
same thing goes for
upper graders. However,
sometimes

Fun/ Fun Friday/
Walk and Talk you
can play the same
games, but you
can use both soccer fields and can
walk around the
fields. You have to
do something at

Friday Fun/ Fun
Friday/ Walk and
Talk.
Oka has many
different sports to
play, and I encourage you to try out
a new one.
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there are tournaments for the 3rd,
4th, and 5th graders
at
lunch
recess.
They
usually are
either kickball tournaments or soccer tournaments.

At recess on
the playground for
lower graders, we
play on the play
structure, play handball, tetherball, soccer, basketball, and
four square. We also
At
jump rope and hula
hoop. At recess for (continued)

Friday

Did you like what you read?
Do you want more Wolfpack
Weekly?
Contact Mr. Miller
and tell him what
you thought!
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Band And Orchestra
Have you ever wanted to play music? If do, join band or orchestra! Playing an instrument helps you get smarter. What better time to learn to play an instrument than at
school? Once you’re in middle or high school, you don’t have a lot of time to do other
things. Start next September!

The Oka copier might not be working! Can you find any differences in the pictures below?

Thanks for your help– Shalimar Aaron (Layout and Format department)

Letters to
the Editor
Dear WW Editor,
Our school lunches are
okay, but there are some
ways to improve them. We
deserve better lunches!
First of all, we should have
two choices because many
people prefer different
things. For example, you
could have pasta and
meatballs, or a BLT sandwich. Also, the meal chart
is misleading. There’s vegetables, fruit, dairy, grains,
and protein, all balanced,
but when you get your
lunch, you get a sad hot
dog with five tater tots, a
banana, and a milk or water. I know when I get that,
I eat everything, and I’m
still very hungry. We need
more protein, more grains,
and more vegetables. The
most filling part of that
lunch was the banana! I
also believe we should
appreciate the fact that we
are paying for the food,
and what we’re receiving is
scarcely anything! Maybe if
the school makes these
changes, more people will
buy school lunches.

Dear Lunch Linda,
Thanks for your
concern. The school has
made some upgrades to
the lunches recently. They
have different options from
what we had before. There
is cheese pizza, chicken
nuggets & tater tots, mac &
cheese and chicken alfredo. You can get a choice of
milks, water, juices, side of
ripe fruit or mouthwatering
vegetables. Perhaps they
can make more changes to
better fit the students appetites.
Sincerely, WW Editor’s
Dear WW Editor,
I am a new student in my class, and everything is unusual to me. I
just feel like I don't fit
in. People are playing at
recess and I'm just alone,
out of line. I hope to make
friends and just fit in. Do
you have any advice for
me? It really hurts to just
see people having fun together and to be so close,
and me? Who do I know
not and to be friends too?
Sincerely, New one

Dear New one,
It's okay to feel
different, everyone does. If
you want friends so hard
just be yourself and say hi!
Make sure to introduce
yourself with a smile. If that
doesn't work, you can start
small talk with someone
you sit next to. You should
be a good friend, to be
there for someone. Remember I'm not choosing
your friend, you are. But
you should be friends with
someone who is kind to
you and not just using you.
Know when to walk away.
You will get a weird feeling
and sooner or later you will
realize it. Notice how they
act. They could talk bad
about someone and most
likely they will talk bad
about you when you are
gone. Start hanging out
and seeing each other. Try
to look for someone that
you have in common. It's
okay to have differences
though but try to focus on
the similarities. Then again
be yourself! You are you
and you will find a friend or
best friend eventually. Try
not to keep secrets from
each other that breaks your
friendship, but not personal
things. Yours Truly, WW
Editor’s Desk

Sincerely, Lunch Linda
Contributors to Letters to the editor: Brook Gramata, Sophia Lu

Teacher in the
Teaching by Tam-Anh Vu
When we are loud, our teacher quiets us
down, but what do they feel about handling a classroom full of kids? Here is an
answer from an amazing teacher Ms.

McDaniels, “Each student brings their
own unique personality to the class and I
enjoy getting to know all of my students
and pushing them to become better learners!” There you have it, that is how it feels
to handle a classroom full of kids as a
teacher! Also right there you can see that
even if it’s hard to teach a classroom full
of kids, it’s good to have that faith in them
and passion about them.

Fashion Lately

Tam-Anh’s Wise
Words For School

By Sophia Lu, Izzy Vosper,
Tam-Anh Vu

It’s freezing outside!
Make sure to wear a jacket!
Most people are wearing sweaters, hoodies, boots, and more
winter wear. Don’t forget it
warms up in the afternoon, so
bring a light jacket, that’s still
warm. With light showers sometimes in the morning and afternoon, some of us are wearing
puffer jackets, rain boots, and
carrying around the occasional
umbrella. With a new trend coming on, some of us are wearing
beanies to keep our heads
warm! Most of us are wearing
jeans, long-sleeve shirts, and
tennis shoes due to the cold
weather.
With slightly warmer
weather also coming, it looks
like we can wear lighter clothing,
but still be careful of the winter
weather. Also don’t forget to
wear appropriate clothing for
P.E. such as tennis shoes and
possibly a t-shirt, but there is still
a chill in the air, so keep a light
jacket or sweater tied to your
waist. Looking great is fun, but
make sure your outfits are fit for
climates.

Trendy
Books
by Tam-Anh Vu
There are so
many books to read
and with Accelerated
Reader(A.R.) and Best
Foot Forward(B.F.F.),
but what do we really
like to read? Well, for
B.F.F., here are some
good book series for
choices you may like:
Fancy Nancy,
Pinkalicious, Junie B.
Jones, A Serendipity
Book, Amelia Bedelia,
and Amelia Bedelia
Junior. Here are some
great book series of
choices you may like:
Harry Potter, The Land
of Stories, The Magic
Tree House, Percy
Jackson and the Olympians, Warriors, Diary
of a Wimpy Kid, Dork
Diaries, and The Dragonet Prophecy. These
books are ideal choices
because they are funny, full of adventure,
and some of them are
relatable to everyday
life. There you have it,
these are some of the
great book series for
A.R. and B.F.F., and I
hope you find a series
that you enjoy too!

Stationary
Items to
Your Day by

Hailey’s Comic, by Hailey Phelps

Tam-Anh Vu

Like some people, I really like stationery items,
from food shaped erasers to mechanical pencils. It helps us write,
helps us complete simple tasks, and it plays a
big part in school for
E.L.A. and math, and
sometimes there are
certain items we like. To
name a few, they are
fine tip-gel pens, erasable pens, mechanical
pencils, food shaped
erasers, clipboards, folders, kneadable erasers,
and small purse like
bags! These are such
popular items because
people prefer to use
bright pen colors, like to
erase a mistake in ink,
clipboards for a firm on
the go writing surface,
folders to keep papers
nice and tidy, kneadable
erasers for when your
hands are itching to do
something, and food
shaped erasers that are
like collectibles and look
nice! Hope you now
know the most popular
stationery items for
school, and that you get
some of them too!

Puns, by Izzy Vosper

Order In The Court, by Peyton
Trang

